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Rudi’s Weekly Report.
Kia ora koutou
Hope you had a great week.
This has been a very exciting week
for the School. Dr Laura Revell gave
a very interesting lecture on climate
modelling in an 405 ppm CO2 world.
We were also very fortunate to be able
to host Dr. Cameron Weber from the
University of Auckland who talked to
us about his research in Ionic liquids
and their use as smart solvents. Two
of our young researchers, Rosemary
Dorsey and Sarah Guy also gave fantastic lectures describing their work on
Pulsating Stars and the Identification
of Polonium-210 in Shellfish respectively – great work!
The great work in the School continues - Dr. Deb Crittenden has kindly

agreed to take on the role of Biochemistry Programme Director – Deb has
a number of exciting ideas for the
programme!

Intermediate School
to talk science with
the year 7/8 students.

This week we are also celebrating the
12th Anniversary of the foundation
of MARS Bioimaging! Please join in
me congratulating Professors Phil and
Anthony Butler and their team on this
milestone - Happy birthday MARS
team!

We still looking for
a couple of volunteers to judge the
Canterbury Westland Science Fair
on the 21st of September – please let
Rachael know if
you are interested.

The celebrations continue as Maxime
Le Ster (supervised by Simon Brown,
Frank Natali & Tobias Maerkl) successfully defended his PhD thesis on
Monday 2nd September: "Scanning
Probe Microscopy Studies of Spintronic Materials" – well done Maxime!
The School’s outreach work continues, Sarah Masters and Ricardo Lopez
Gonzalez went to Christchurch South

Finally, please don’t forget about the
GSSR process taking place!
Have a great weekend!
Nga mihi
Rudi

Element of the Week -Richard Hartshorn
Https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/nights/audio/2018711203/element-of-the-week

To mark 2019 as the year of the Periodic Table, RNZ Nights has teamed up with the MacDiarmid Institute to bring you
Element of The Week. Tonight, Richard Hartshorn, Professor of Chemistry at University of Canterbury and Secretary
General of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry introduces us to the element Rutherfordium

SPCS Te Kura Matū Seminar Series
Time/Date

Speaker

Fri, 13th Sept
2019 11:00:00
NZST

UC Post graduate students
Rosemary Dorsey
&
Sarah Guy

Fri, 20th Sept
2019 11:00:00
NZST

Sir Colin Humphreys
School of Engineering and
Materials Science
Queen Mary University of
London, United Kingdom
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Talk Title
Travel Grant Recipient’s Seminar
‘Modes of Oscillation of Variable Pulsating
Stars Observed by TESS’ at the 2019 RASNZ
Conference
&
How I used my travel grant? Spatial variability
of Polonium-210 in New Zealand shellfish and
dose assessment
Why are GaN LEDs so bright when the
dislocation density is so high?
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Location
Room 701,
Level 7,
West Building
University of Canterbury

Room 701,
Level 7,
West Building
University of Canterbury

Safety, Health and Wellbeing
Date

Sep-19
Fri 13 September
Mon 16 September
Wed 25 & Thurs 26
September
Oct-19
Mon 7 October
Wed 9 October
Tue 15 October
Nov-19
Thurs 6 November

Training

Duration

First Aid Revalidation
Fire Extinguisher & Evacuation Training
Comprehensive First Aid

9am - 4pm
9am - 12pm
2 days 9am - 4pm

Risk Management
First Aid Revalidation
Fire Extinguisher & Evacuation Training *FULL*

9am - 12pm
9am - 4pm
9am - 12pm

Workplace H&S Risk Assessment (replaces Stage 2 H&S Rep
training)
First Aid Revalidation
Fri 22 November
Thurs 28 November Field Activities
Dec-19
Health & Safety Rep (initial training)
Tue 3 & Weds 4
December
Thurs 5 December First Aid Revalidation

Beatrice Tinsley Landscaping-Rob Spiers
The opening of the Beatrice Tinsley
building is on the 1st October. Landscaping around the building will carry
on in anticipation of this event.
The area between Ernest Rutherford
and Beatrice Tinsley will be compromised for some of this time.
From 9th September they will be

working on the ground between the
doors which face each other on Beatrice Tinsley and Ernest Rutherford,
for this period the external doors next
to the Ancestral Café will be closed.
This is due to potentially hazardous
work and its closure has been passed
by the UC Facilities Management
Compliance Staff. I will fix notices to

9am - 4.30pm
9am - 4pm
9am - 12pm
2 days 9am 4.30pm
9am - 4pm

clearly show they are unserviceable at
the appropriate times.
The ER outside fire escape will
remain serviceable, though in case of
evacuation I would recommend using
one of the other many exits if convenient.

Wellbeing Celebration Event with Quiz - Charmaine Atherfold

Friday 27th September 4-7pm in the Core
Just thought I’d touch base and plug
the event we are running with Science
on Friday 27 September to celebrate
positive wellbeing through connecting
during NZ Mental Health Awareness
Week and also launching our Staff
Kaihāpai Oranga/Wellbeing Supporter
programme.

We’d love to see as many of you as
possible join us for the celebration on
Friday 27th.
We’ve lined up a fun few hours with
nibbles, non-alcoholic drinks and a
cash bar if you fancy a Friday tipple.

We are running a fun quiz with spot
prizes and of course the chance for a
This has been a very long journey of
well over a year to get this programme team to take the first prize mantle.
You don’t need to organise teams,
organised and 20 amazing volunteer
staff from across the Engineering and we’ll be doing that a bit more uniquely on the evening . Julie and Dave
Science Colleges trained and we are
(Engineering), and I will be taking
now very proud to launch it.
turns as quiz master so come and have
Every step any of us can take to help
a laugh, just a heads-up Julie’s Georda colleague who is struggling with
mental distress in any way has to be a ie accent may have turned up a notch
after she returns back from Newcastle
positive one.
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that week!
Also, on Wednesday 25th Sep, our
brilliant Reboot and Café 101 teams
have joined in the celebrations of the
Mental Health Awareness Week by
running “take a mate for coffee” again.
Just turn up to the cash desk with a
colleague, order two hot drinks and
the cheapest one will be free.
Aren’t they awesome! Please do go
along and support these cafés.
If you are free to come along and
join us on Friday 27th, (4-7pm in the
Core), please accept the invite previously sent from Kerri Teramura (on
behalf of Wendy).
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NZIC2019 - Abstracts close TOMORROW14th September- Sarah Masters
A final reminder that the abstract submissions for NZIC2019 close tomorrow. We have 7 plenary speakers, 13
keynote speakers and numerous invited lectures as well as posters sessions,
a welcome reception in ER, dinner at
the town hall and beer tasting.
Networking is so important for grant
panels, job procurement etc and many
of the events at the conference will
facilitate this.
This is your last chance to submit an
abstract, get your science in front of
everyone and be part of the celebration of chemistry in NZ. Don’t miss
out! Submit here:
https://nzic2019.co.nz/abstracts/

Welcome to UC Dr. Markus Puschenreiter
Dr. Markus Puschenreiter is Senior
Scientist at the University of Natural
Resources and Life Sciences Vienna.
His research work focuses on nutrient and trace element dynamics in
the plant – soil – interface, called the
rhizosphere. Nutrient deficiencies
and metal toxicities are widespread
problems throughout the world. The
activity of plant roots may overcome
both nutrient limitation and soil contamination, thus contributing to either
resource-efficient agriculture or to
plant-based soil remediation technol-
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ogies.
Markus received the Erskine fellowship and will spend 6 weeks at the
University of Canterbury. He likes
gardening and doing outdoor sports
(hiking, cycling, jogging) and he is
looking forward to spend a nice time
in New Zealand.
Markus can be found in West 746
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Blue September Pot Luck Morning Tea- Sarah Lilley
As I'm sure many of you already know,
September is Prostate Cancer Awareness
month, more commonly referred to as
Blue September. It's been a while since
SPCS last had a fundraising morning tea,
so we've decided to organise one to raise
awareness and money for this important
cause. Everyone is welcome so please forward this around to anyone else you think
may be interested!
When is Blue September Morning Tea?

How does this work?

Can I bring some baking?

- Everyone is encouraged to wear blue
(especially blue wigs if you're feeling
particularly daring!) and come along to
the morning tea. We'll be taking donations
on the day and through this page: https://
blueseptember.org.nz/blue-do/spcs-uc/.
Making a donation is not required as we
also want to raise awareness, however, it
is very much encouraged!

- Yes please! The morning tea is pot luck
style, so if you would like to bring some
baking along instead of (or in addition to)
a monetary donation that would be very
much appreciated! The more food we
have the better the morning tea will be!
Please reply or email chemsoc.uc@gmail.
com to let u know what you're bringing if
you like.

- 25th September, 11 am in the ERRSIC
5th Floor Tea Room

Thanks everyone, we look forward to
seeing you on September 25th!

Canterbury Westland Science Fair - Rachael Hocking
Judging is approx. 11.00 to 1.00.
There will probably be a short briefing
before judging starts.

I need some enthusiastic judges at the
Science Fair on the 21 September.
Ideally, two for PHYS/ASTR and two
for CHEM. It’s not a huge commitment, a couple of hours of your time
to encourage young inquisitive minds!
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We have 4 prizes:
•
2x $100 prizes for the School of
Physical and Chemical Sciences Outstanding Merit Prize/Award (1 Physics/Astronomy related, 1 Chemistry)
•
2x $50 prizes for the School of
Physical and Chemical Sciences Merit
Prize/Award (1 Physics/Astronomy
related, 1 Chemistry)

More information (timetable etc.):
http://canterburysciencefair.co.nz/
fair-information/
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Congratulations

Congratulations to Maxime Le Ster
(supervised by Simon Brown, Frank
Natali & Tobias Maerkl) who successfully defended his PhD thesis on
Monday 2nd September: "Scanning
Probe Microscopy Studies of Spintronic Materials".

Happy Birthday MARS!-Hannah Prebble
This week MARS Bioimaging celebrated its 12th birthday with cake, speeches
and silly hats for Phil and Anthony, and celebrated having one of our images on
the cover of Nature Reviews Physics.

Nancy Joy passed her MSc for a
thesis entitled, Molecular mimicry of
anti-migraine drugs with neurotransmitters, dopamine (DA) & serotonin
(5-HT) and its role in the treatment of
migraine. She was supervised by Ian
Shaw.

Publications

Mohammed S. Abdelbassit, Owen J.
Curnow, Miriam K. Dixon and Mark
R. Waterland, “Rational synthesis,
structures and properties of the ionic
liquid binary iodine-bromine octahalide series [InBr8–n]2– (n = 0, 2, 3,
4)”, Chem. Eur. J. 2019, 25, 11659–
11669.
(Http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/
chem.201902134).
Mohammed S. Abdelbassit, Owen
J. Curnow, Miriam K. Dixon and
Mark R. Waterland, “The binary
iodine-chlorine octahalide series [InCl8–n]2– (n = 3, 3.6, 4)”, Chem. Eur.
J. 2019, 25, 11650–11658.
(Http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/
chem.201902135).

The cover image
this month is
a colour 3D
X-ray image of a
fatty deposit on
an artery (carotid
plaque) taken
using a Medipix
detector.

Mohammed S. Abdelbassit and Owen
J. Curnow, “Construction of Ternary
Iodine-bromine-chlorine Octahalides”,
Chem. Eur. J. 2019, in press but availScience Outreach - Sarah Masters
able online.
(Https://doi.org/10.1002/
chem.201903913).
Last week Sarah Masters and Ricardo Lopez Gonzalez went to Christchurch
South Intermediate School to do some outreach with the year 7/8 students. The
Rucklidge JJ, Hantz S & Shaw IC
2 groups had lots of fun learning about elements in the periodic table, metals in
(2019) Are over-the-counter fish
the body and extracting metal from breakfast cereal, as well as making moleoil supplements safe, effective and
cules that are similar to haemoglobin.
accurate with labelling? Analysis of 10
New Zealand fish oil supplements. NZ Here are some photos from the day. Many thanks to Kate Wilkinson from the
Med. J. 132, No 1502
school for liaising to set this up, and to Nathan, Rob and Stephen for their help
getting all the chemicals and liquid nitrogen together.
It really is a team effort so thanks to everyone who helped.
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Dynamical Processes in Excited States of Solids Conference (DPC19) - Mike Reid
Jon and I hosted the 20th International
Conference on Dynamical Processes
in Excited States of Solids (DPC19) at
the Chateau on the Park in the week of
August 26-30.
We handled local organisation and
Jevon Longdell (Otago) was the Programme Chair.
This journey to this point began
three years ago, at the previous DPC
conference in Paris, where Jon, Roger,
Jevon, and I put together the bid that
was accepted by the International
Committee.
We locked in the venue about 15
months ago, and waited to see what
numbers we would have. Clearly, it’s
hard to get a lot of people to fly all the
way from Europe, so our meeting was
much smaller than Paris, but several
participants commented favourably on
the standard of work presented, and
the friendly feel of the meeting.
Of 93 scientific participants 73 were

Sangeetha and Dian on the Registration Desk

Rudi at the Banquet.
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from overseas (26 from China). There
were 34 students (23 from overseas).
I was particularly pleased that we had
a large number of overseas students.
11 of the Chinese participants arrived
on the direct flight from Guangzhou
on the Sunday evening. That connection certainly makes travel to here
from China very efficient, and they
just fitted into the 11-seat shuttle that I
ordered for them!
Many of the presentations were on
Quantum Information and Nanoparticle applications. This was, therefore,
an excellent opportunity for our students to discuss their work with (and
be interrogated by) experts in these
fields. One of our students (Jamin)
won one of six poster prizes.

DPC was previously run in Christchurch in 2003, Chaired by Roger.
The participants, and the subject areas,
have changed dramatically since
then. Particularly notable is the large

increase in Chinese participants (with
less Japanese, European and American). The next conference is in 2022 in
Wrocław, Poland.
The conference venue was very
congenial and efficient. Our overseas
participants appreciated the excursion
that took in Rutherford’s Den, the
Arts Centre, some of the city sights,
a winery, and a quick stop at the UC
campus to show off our new buildings.
We were ably assisted by our UC and
Otago students and postdocs, and were
pleased to have Ian Wright opening
the conference, and Rudi dropping in
for the Banquet.
We are grateful to all our helpers, and
to our UC staff who helped with web
pages, purchasing, and printing, and
also to our sponsors: SPCS, DoddWalls, Bruker, and Elsevier.
More pictures and information on the web
site:
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/conferences/
dpc19/

Philippe Goldner presented the Sturge Prize for a
Young Scientist, won by Jiajia Zhou, currently at
UTS.

Jevon Longdell learning how to drink wine Roman
Style, at the Classics Museum in the Arts Centre.

Jamin receiving a Poster Prize from Andries Meijerink.

Our helpers, ready to pack up and go home!
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Hubble Reveals Latest Portrait of Saturn- https://spacetelescope.org/news/heic1917/
Since the Hubble Space Telescope was
launched, its goal has been to study
not only distant astronomical objects,
but also the planets within our Solar
System. Hubble’s high-resolution
images of our planetary neighbours
can only be surpassed by pictures
taken from spacecraft that actually
visit these bodies. However, Hubble
has one advantage over space probes;
it can look at these objects periodically

and observe them over much longer
periods than any passing probe could.

Outer Planets Atmospheres Legacy
(OPAL) project.
OPAL is helping scientists to underSaturn’s appearance changes with its
stand the atmospheric dynamics and
seasons, caused by the planet’s 27-de- evolution of our Solar System’s gas
gree axial tilt. This image was taken
giant planets. In Saturn’s case, astronduring summer in the planet’s northern omers will be able to track shifting
hemisphere.
weather patterns and other changes to
identify trends.
This image is the second in a yearly
See more https://spacetelescope.org/
series of snapshots taken as part of the news/heic1917/

The NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope’s Wide Field Camera 3 observed Saturn on 20 June 2019 as the planet made its closest approach to Earth this
year, at approximately 1.36 billion kilometres away.

Library News-John Arnold
Recently Seen on the Web
The Old Boys’ Club Still Dominates
in Prestigious Science Awards
(Scimex)
http://bit.ly/2ke7LGV
Small Changes, Big Gains: Simple
Worksheets Dramatically Boost
Learning In STEM Classes
(U British Columbia)
http://bit.ly/2jTHJs6
College Students Think They Learn
Less with an Effective Teaching Method (Ars Technica)
http://bit.ly/2lXrZFb
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Speaking Out Against Student Evals
(Inside Higher Ed)
http://bit.ly/2kGaJEf
Timely Intervention: How Doctor
Who Shapes Public Attitudes to Science
(The Conversation)
http://bit.ly/2k8XLhW
On the lighter side...
Foucault Pendulum
(xkcd)
http://bit.ly/2lJMvJu

Library Liaison Officer for
Chemistry
Assoc. Prof. Greg Russell
http://bit.ly/2SvmiJd

Library Liaison Officer for
Physics and Astronomy
Dr Konstantin Pavlov
http://bit.ly/31z5tCP

John Arnold
Subject Librarian for Physical and Chemical Sciences
http://bit.ly/johnarnold-uc
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